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4.7.18 Facilities on Routes Parallel to Freeways
1

This figure represents a further extension to that covered in
Subsection 4.7 applicable when tourism facilities exist on a
numbered route, or routes, which parallel a freeway. The sign
sequences used should conform to those covered by
Subsection 4.7.9 - Freeway Sign Sequences.

2

The normal requirement will be for two signs for each freeway
approach serving a facility. The proximity of facilities and their
optimum accessibility will influence how placing sequences
may be combined. Additional signs will be required for
additional turns towards facilities and final turn signs may be
required subject to the visibility of the facility and its final turn
access.

3

The following types of signs will normally be required:

(a)

FREEWAY ADVANCE EXIT sign GF1;

(b)

ADVANCE TURN sign GF2 (on the off-ramp);

(c)

ADVANCE TURN sign GF2 (at subsequent junctions);

(d)

FINAL TURN sign GF3.

4

The signs should be located in the positions recommended by
the appropriate placing sequences (see Subsections 4.7.9).

Checklist
One or more of the following factors or questions may indicate
a need to provide a variation on a standard sign treatment, or
for some other action to be taken  are the discretionary principles covered in Volume 1,
Subsection 4.9.4 (see also Table 4.2) appropriate?
 are the additional warrants covered in Section 4.6
appropriate?
 when more than one facility is indicated on a sign, or sign
cluster, ensure that the order of display vertically is always
such that facilities which are reached after a right turn at the
ramp terminal appear above facilities reached after a left
turn AND, that once this requirement is satisfied, the closer
facility appears above the further facility (see detail of signs
in Figure 4.42 for facilities "A", "B" and "C" - and Figure 4.33
for a more detailed general example); these principles are
also appropriate at an at-grade intersection under similar
circumstances;
 can follow-up signs be used (see Subsection 4.7.7)?
 would a tourist information layby be more appropriate or
cost effective?
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4.7.19 At-Grade Rest and Service Area
1

This figure illustrates the signing treatment of a high standard
rest and service area which is provided with direct access from
an at-grade major route. The choice of sign sequence must be
made carefully. The signs provided for the facility may
supplement direction signs in which case they should conform
to the placing sequences covered by Subsections 4.7.4 to
4.7.6. If direction signs are not required the signing treatment
should be similar to that used for a freeway rest and service
area (see Subsection 4.7.11).

2

The normal treatment is for two signs on each approach unless
the route in question has been subject to a co-ordinated rest
and service area sequence signing exercise in which case
three signs are required on each approach (see Subsections
4.7.12 and 4.7.13).

3

For each approach the following types of signs are required:
(a) 1 x REST AND SERVICE SEQUENCE sign GF9.2;
(b) 1 x ADVANCE TURN sign GF2 with distance;
(c) 1 x FINAL TURN sign GF3.

4

Signs should be positioned as follows:
(a) the REST AND SERVICE SEQUENCE sign should
normally be located 2 km in advance of the final turn;
(b) the ADVANCE TURN sign should be located between 600
m and 800 m in advance of the final turn subject to the
presence of other entrances including farm entrances;
(c) the FINAL TURN sign should preferably be located in the
far left corner of the junction of the access and the passing
roadway but for economy the FINAL TURN signs for both
directions of approach may be mounted on common
supports opposite the access.

Checklist
One or more of the following factors or questions may indicate
a need to provide a differing sign treatment, or for some other
action to be taken:
 no signs indicating the nature of the services available
within the rest and service area shall be located on the
at-grade route (see Figure 4.38);
 if the distance between rest and service areas exceeds 80
km to 100 km an additional GF9.1 or GF9.2 sign may be
provided approximately half way between facilities;
 are further rest and service areas known to be planned for
development within the life of the GF9.1 or GF9.2 signs?;
 the use of town or city names on direct access rest and
service area signs is not recommended (see Volume 1,
Subsection 4.9.22) - the facility names may be omitted
altogether.
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4.7.20 Rural Class 3 Rest and Service Area
Signing Sequence
1

The provision of Rest and Service Exit Sequence signs to
Class - 3 Rest and Service Areas on non-freeway routes
requires a different approach to that used on freeways. The
need for a specific policy on "exit" sequence signing for
non-freeway routes has arisen due to the fact that the nature of
the "exits" and the facilities is different to that on freeway
routes, i.e. the level of accessibility is far greater on
non-freeway routes due to frequent at-grade intersections and
to the fact that such routes also often pass through towns. This
latter aspect in particular, with the inherent competition
between a number of facilities and services, has led to the
development of an appropriate policy on the "exit" sequence
signing for such facilities. This subsection and Figure 4.44
cover the rural application of the policy, whereas Subsection
4.7.21 and Figure 4.45 cover the urban implications. In addition
Figures 4.46 to 4.48 illustrate practical examples of the
application of the policies.

2

The policy for rural sections of non-freeway route recommends
the provision of REST AND SERVICE EXIT SEQUENCE sign
GF9 50 km in advance of selected and approved rest and
service facilities. The underlying principle behind this 50 km
GF9 exit sequence sign is to offer guidance to motorists as to
where they may find specific services of a certain standard in
order to plan the rest and service aspects of their journey. To
achieve this, it is not necessary to give any corporate reference
on the signs and only two lines of information referring to an
intermediate-range and a long-range facility are to be
displayed. Hence, the signs at "a" and "e" in Figure 4.44 display
an enlarged Class - 3 symbol with the distance to the first
facility in, what is in this example, a group or cluster of service
facilities (intermediate-range), plus the distance to the next
long-range facility (380 kilometres).

3

These principles apply equally to 100 km, 150 km etc. signs
which would show the distance to the first facility (intermediate
range) and the next long-range facility. This is on the proviso
that major towns or cities would interrupt the exit sequence
signing, i.e. exit sequence sign locations should be determined
backwards from the facility to the next facility but no exit
sequence signs will be allowed within urban boundaries (see
Subsection 4.7.21).

4

In a similar way a REST AND SERVICE EXIT SEQUENCE
sign GF9 is recommended at 2km from the intermediate-range
facility identified on the preceding GF9 sign. The underlying
principle behind this 2km exit sequence sign is to present a
short-range and a long-range alternative to the motorist. The
short-range facility or facilities shall be those in the immediate
vicinity while the long-range facility shall be greater than 50 km
from the short-range facility, being consistent with the
information shown on the preceding 50 km GF9 exit sequence
sign.

5

Figure 4.44 shows a complex example of a cluster of rest and
service facilities "B", "C" and "D" in a rural context. Sign "b"
shows the first facility in the cluster (short-range) plus the
long-range facility. The middle line of information shows the
second facility in the cluster but he third facility in this cluster
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cannot be accommodated on this sign. Because of the existence of
the cluster of facilities signs "c" and "d" continue the principles by
"rolling-over" the sequence of exits to facilities in the cluster. The
inclusion of the long-range facility on all the signs "a", "b", "c" and
"d" includes no corporate reference as it is the announcement of a
Class - 3 facility to motorists, together with its distance, that is the
essential minimum information to be conveyed. This "clustering" of
facilities is particularly difficult to manage and has been presented
in the rural context as a 'worst case' scenario in order to
demonstrate all the principles needed to produce a consistent
policy. It should be noted that any group of facilities (two or more)
shall be announced on the 50km GF9 exit sequence sign (or at
other multiples of 50km) by one symbol and one distance only.
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Signing for a Sequence of Class 3 Rest and Service Facilities Along a
Rural Non-Freeway Route (Cluster Example)
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4.7.21 Urban Class 3 Rest and Service Area
Signing Sequence
1

The provision of Rest and Service Exit Sequence signs to
Class - 3 Rest and Service Areas on non-freeway routes
requires a different approach to that used on freeways. The
need for a specific policy on "exit" sequence signing for
non-freeway routes has arisen due to the fact that the nature of
the "exits" and the facilities is different to that on freeway
routes, i.e. the level of accessibility is far greater on
non-freeway routes due to frequent at-grade intersections and
to the fact that such routes also often pass through towns. This
latter aspect in particular, with the inherent competition
between a number of facilities and services, has led to the
development of an appropriate policy on the "exit" sequence
signing for such facilities. This subsection and Figure 4.45
cover the urban application of the policy, whereas Subsection
4.7.20 and Figure 4.44 cover the rural implications. In addition
Figures 4.46 to 4.48 illustrate practical examples of the
application of the policies.

2

The principles applying to the provision of REST AND
SERVICE EXIT SEQUENCE signs GF9 at 50 km and 2km
distances from approved urban located facilities are identical to
those developed in Subsection 4.7.20 except that, to avoid
placing sequence signs within an urban boundary, it is
recommended that the "2km" position of the sign be considered
to be nominal and that it always be placed outside the
boundary. Thus, in the case of the 2 km exit sequence sign, the
precise distance indicated on the sign to the facility would be
greater than 2 km.

3

Where towns or cities interrupt the rural 50 km spacing, without
themselves providing an acceptable standard of facility, the
GF9 sign may have to be displaced on occasions outside an
urban boundary. To maintain consistency of information in such
instances, the sign interval should be made less than 50km
and the distance displayed on the exit sequence sign to the
next facility should be greater than 50 km, i.e. the exit
sequence sign should be brought ahead of an urban boundary
(in the direction of travel) and not after.

4

The provision of exit sequence(GF9), advance(GF2) nor final
turn(GF3) signs within urban boundaries, is generally not
considered necessary as it is expected that location and access
design in the urban area shall be such that traffic flow and
safety will not be compromised.
REST AND SERVICE EXIT SEQUENCE signs GF9 are
designed to announce Class - 3 facilities only and other
facilities shall not be included, i.e. any other facilities graded
lower than Class - 3 occurring within or outside urban
boundaries shall not appear on the exit sequence signs. (The
inclusion of a "small-man" policy could not be accommodated
on this sign. The secondary level of guidance information,
namely that given on at-grade roads by signs GD1 and GD2
and CONFIRMATION signs GD3, in the form of orientational
destinations is adequate to offer alternative facilities to the
motorist through the announcement of these destinations,
which by virtue of their inclusion as classified orientational
destinations
have
available
lower
level
service

5
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facilities. If any other approved Class - 3 service facility is available
just off the route, this may be signed in accordance with the policy
provisions covered in Volume 1 and substantially in accordance
with Subsection 4.7.4 and Figure 4.28 e.g. GF2, GF3 or GF8.3
signs).
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Signing for a Sequence of Class 3 Rest and Service Facilities Along an
Urban Non-Freeway Route
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4.7.22 Typical Examples of the Application of
Class 3 Rest and Service Area Signing
Principles
1

The examples illustrated in Figure 4.46 to 4.48 have been
chosen to test the policy principles developed in Subsections
4.7.20 and 4.7.21. However, it should be noted that the actual
sites and facilities alongside the chosen routes have not been
investigated thoroughly to confirm the detailed accuracy of the
signing solutions given. Hence, while the use of actual
examples is useful in practice, a number of assumptions have
been made as follows:
(a) that the indicated Class - 3 rest and service areas are
assumed to be of a standard deemed necessary to achieve
such a grading;

4

Example 3 - Figure 4.48 - Kimberley
The Kimberley example highlights the problems associated
with a facility positioned within an urban boundary. Travelling in
the southbound direction, the 2 km sign becomes a 2,5 km sign
(distance to be checked in the field) which also displays the
Kwagga Stop on the southern side of Kimberley. If there were
another Class - 3 facility inside Kimberley, this should be shown
in preference to the Kwagga Stop, but no signs should be
included inside the urban boundary. The long-range facilities
given in this example are illustrative only.

(b) that there are no other Class - 3 facilities within the extent
of the examples shown - any exclusion of a facility is
unintentional and any facility subsequently upgraded to
Class - 3 would alter the sign information as shown.
2

Example 1 - Figure 4.46 - Three Sisters
This example is an isolated, rural case and simply illustrates
the policy principles as applied to one facility. The intersection
of the N1/N12 could introduce problems of sign location (which
should be investigated thoroughly in the field) but the proposed
locations are suggested so as not to conflict with the guidance
signs. With regard to motorists travelling southbound on the
N12, the announcement of facilities on the N12 at 2 km, implies
that if the motorist remains on the N12, those services will be
found. Hence, when arriving at the N1/N12 intersection, the
primary guidance information will be a guide to turn right (on
the N12) and not left which would be signed for the N1 only.
It should be noted that by way of example, the exit sequence
signs in Figure 4.46 show the long-range distance to
Laingsburg and not to Beaufort West. This latter location does
not presently have a Class - 3 facility, although the area has
become known traditionally as a 'stopping point' for motorists
and truck drivers who can receive comparable services from
separate locations in the town. This condition highlights the
dilemma of sequence signing but until a facility at Beaufort
West is adjudged to meet the warrants for Class - 3 Rest and
Service areas, a "purist" approach has been adopted, thus
omitting Beaufort West from the sequence. Clearly, the town of
Beaufort West would be indicated on direction and confirmation
signs as part of the system orientational information in the
normal manner (see Subsection 4.7.21)

3

Example 2 - Figure 4.47 - Colesberg
The Colesberg example illustrates the rural, clustered situation
and, again, the policy principles have been used to guide the
sign application design (shown in the southbound direction
only). The profusion of signs under these circumstances should
be noted and, in particular, the inclusion of a 2 km sign before
the "C'berg Ultra City". This inclusion would need to be checked
in the field because the distance between the Star Stop and the
Ultra City is only 3 km, which could lead to difficulties arising
from entry/exit ramps, additional signs or geometric conditions.
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Example of Class 3 Non-Freeway Rest and Service Signing Sequence - 2
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Example of Class 3 Non-Freeway Rest and Service Signing Sequence - 3
Kimberley
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4.7.23 Basic Principles – Tourism Signing for a
By-Passed Town
1

A "By-Passed Town" can be considered to be a town which
once had a main navigational numbered route, commonly a
Class "B" route, running through the town but which route has
subsequently been diverted to avoid the developed area of the
town. In principle a small town which has developed alongside
such a route could also be considered as being de facto a
by-passed town.

2

If a by-passed town continues to grow so that it eventually
envelopes the passing route the guidance signing, including
any direction and tourism signs, should be considered in terms
of general policies appropriate to an urban area (see Chapter
9).

3

A by-passed town may offer passing motorists the opportunity
to utilise any of the various services available in the town such
as emergency services (police or hospital), fuel or food /
accommodation, or it may offer tourist attractions in addition. If
a town has orientational destination status it can be expected
that it offers all or most of the services noted above. However,
the change in status brought about as a result of being
by-passed can be considered as a warrant to provide a tourism
service sign. Such a GF2 sign may have up to five service
symbols, comprising emergency, vehicle, food and/or
accommodation, and tourist information when this is available.
Detail 4.49.1 shows such an indication at a single access
by-passed town.

4

Detail 4.49.2 shows a typical tourism signing arrangement
when the by-passed town has two (or more) access roads. In
such an instance the display of tourism service information
should be designed for the optimum convenience of passing
motorists. To offer the quickest access to the police service in
this example, for instance, "south-bound" motorists are directed
past the first access to the second access since this is likely to
offer the quickest approach to the police station.

5

When a by-passed town offers tourist attractions or is at the
gateway to a tourist area it may be appropriate to provide a
tourist layby or information centre in close proximity to an
access road / main road junction (see Figure 4.25). Such an
information facility may be combined with an adjacent service
facility such as a fuel service station.

Checklist
 do the services in the town comply with normal warrants for
such services?
 is there some reason, such as the recent construction of
the by-pass, which strengthens the warrant for tourism
service signs?
 does the town have more than one access road from the
by-pass?
 is an information layby or centre available?
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4.7.24 Part-Time Facilities
1

Figure 4.50 illustrates two typical situations where signing for
part-time facilities may be appropriate. Signing of part-time
facilities is generally subject to their location within an identified
high density tourism area (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5), and to
their compliance with normal and/or specific warrants.

2

Detail 4.50.1 shows a minor dead-end road which provides
access to three tourist attractions, two of which are classified as
part-time attractions (see Subsection 4.5.6). The use of
FINGERBOARD sign type GF17 for part-time facilities is
intended to identify these as different from normal "full-time"
facilities which, when they are in a common environment,
continue to be signed, subject to compliance with warrants,
using GF2 and GF3 signs. Detail 4.50.1 therefore
demonstrates the ability to sign for a mix of full-time and
part-time facilities.

3

Detail 4.50.2 takes the signing for such a mix of full-time and
part-time facilities to a more intensive level. In this example the
number of facilities warrants the road in question being
allocated a tourist route number as described in Subsection
4.5.3. This has the effect that the tourism signs on the main
approach road(s) need only indicate this number and an
appropriate theme symbol and name, NOT all the individual
facilities on the route. Once on the tourist route the individual
facilities can then be signed using GF2 and GF3 signs for
full-time facilities and FINGERBOARD sign GF17 for part-time
facilities. Subject to the spacing of facilities it may, when they
are closely spaced, be acceptable to use only a GF2 sign OR a
GF3 sign, and not both. Slow travelling speeds would support
such a decision.

Checklist
 are there both full-time and part-time facilities?
 is the road in question a minor road?
 if the road is not a minor road does it warrant consideration
as a tourist route?
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4.7.25 Temporary Events
1

The signing of temporary events has been provided for in the
past, and covered in Volumes 1 and 4, by the provision of
FINGERBOARD sign GF17. The function of this sign has been
broadened to be applicable to the signing of "part-time" facilities
(see Subsection 4.5.6). Sign GF17 has been replaced for use
for temporary events of tourist interest by temporary sign
TGF17. Sign type TGF17 is also a fingerboard shaped sign but
is simplified in design (see Figure 4.16) and in keeping with its
temporary function should be manufactured in yellow and black
colours.

2

The principle behind the use of sign TGF17 is that it must be
easy to erect and quick to remove. The use of the sign is only
appropriate on lower order roads due to its compact size. The
highest class of road on which sign TGF17 is recommended for
use is a single carriageway Class "B" road. If signing for a
temporary event is approved for use on higher order roads the
signs provided should be full size temporary guidance signs of
the appropriate type i.e. direction, tourism or local direction.

3

Figure 4.51 shows three typical details which illustrate ways in
which TGF17 signs may be used.

4

Consistent with the need for TGF17 signs to be quickly erected
it is recommended that road or local authorities monitoring their
use develop policies which lay down where such signs shall be
positioned AND where they shall NOT be positioned. Such
policies should be developed in a flexible way at a local level
but inclusion of details such as the following is recommended:
(a) TGF17 signs shall not be attached to any other type of road
traffic sign support, except a STREET NAME sign support;
(b) TGF17 signs should, where practical, be attached to
fencing, street trees or street light poles either at the
appropriate junction, or up to 60 m in advance of the
junction in an urban area or up to 100 m in advance in a
rural area;
(c) a maximum of three TGF17 signs for any one temporary
facility is recommended; this maximum can be applied with
flexibility and should apply to the total number of signs
provided on all approaches to the facility (the example
given in Detail 4.50.3 shows four signs for one facility, for
instance, and assumes that the known "popular" direction
of approach will only be from one direction).

5

TGF17 signs catering for temporary events have traditionally
been provided by a service organisation such as the
Automobile Association. A road or local authority may come to
an agreement with such a responsible organisation or other
body, to act as an agent for the erection and removal of
TGF17 signs. The development of a formal agreement based, if
necessary on a tender process, with adequate quality control
safeguards for the authority, is recommended.
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4.7.26 Signing for High Density Tourism Areas
1

2

The identification, and signing, of high density tourism areas
are covered in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. This
subsection and Figure 4.52 illustrate the types of sign used
specifically to identify the area rather than individual facilities
within the area. The example given refers to an area using the
"Gateway Perimeter Method" of signing (see Subsection 4.4.5
and Figure 4.20).
The "Gateway Perimeter Method" of signing a high density
tourism area tends to concentrate signing effort at the main
entry points, or "gateways" to the area. Tourism signing at
internal junctions, in terms of this method of signing, tends to
be minimised to the use of TOURIST ROUTE MARKER signs
GE18, when tourist routes have been identified.

3

Figure 4.52 shows a typical sign set for a tourism area erected
at the nearest exit from an adjacent freeway. This sign set
comprises a GF1 FREEWAY ADVANCE EXIT sign and a GF2
ADVANCE TURN sign. It is significant that these signs indicate
the generic theme symbol and the name of the area, and do
not indicate details of any specific facilities.

4

The gateway to the area, reached from the freeway exit, is
identified by a version of GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION sign
GL6.3 giving the symbol and name representing the area, in
this case "The Midlands Meander".

5

A particular feature of the "Gateway Perimeter Method" of
signing is that information centres or information laybys are
provided at each gateway. When a tourism area is created the
Local Tourism Organisation, commonly formed by a Facility
Owners Management Committee, may well decide to adopt a
"theme" logo. This "theme" may be one of the generic or other
symbol themes already available in the tourism signing system,
or it may be something very specific to the area but which can
be linked, for convenience, to an existing tourism symbol. This
specific theme logo will also commonly be designed in colour.
Since full colour logos are costly to produce on retrospective
road signs they are therefore not practical, and the use of these
logos is reserved for any information centres or signs provided,
within the facility properties, at their entrances. Figure 4.52
shows an example of such a sign used at an information layby
(for more details see Figures 4.25 and 4.26).

6

The logo sign at the facility entrance may be further enhanced
by the use of a number system, unique to the area, which
correlates with tourist maps and brochures produced for the
area.
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Checklist
One or more of the following factors or questions may indicate
a need to treat the signing illustrated in Figure 4-52 in a
different way:
 has the "area" been properly identified as a high density
tourism area as described in Section 4.4?
 are information centres / laybys provided at the entry points
to the area? - if not, the "Nearest Numbered Route" signing
principle may be more appropriate;
 will the tourism signing towards and within the area, utilize a
standard generic or other existing tourism symbol?
 does the area have its own theme logo?
 will property identification numbers be used on the
information board and at property entrances?
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Signing of a High Density Tourism Area
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TERMINOLOGY

4.8.1

General

1

Boat Launch:
May include any river or coast based boat launch facility open
to the general public.

The following terms are relevant to any discussion on Tourism
Signing and tourist destinations. They are included here to
assist practitioners in using this Chapter:
Access Interchange:
Is a grade-separated junction between a freeway (class A1 or
class A2), and an adjoining lower order road system.
Accommodation:
For the purpose of by-pass town signing accommodation is
limited to hotels, motels, inns (symbol GFS C1-1) or chalets
(symbol GFS C1-2) or caravan parks (symbol GFS C1-3)
(Other categories of accommodation may be catered for in the
general context of tourism signing).
Advertising sign:
Any sign board which is not a road traffic sign and which
indicates the availability of a service or product for sale by
brand name, or which indicates the occurrence of an event the
purpose of which is for gain.
At-Grade route:
Is any route of classes "B", "C" or "D", which includes a
predominance of at-grade road junctions.
Beach (Resort):
May include any beach related development offering
accommodation facilities, whether registered as a municipality
or not; the symbol may be used if necessary within a town, to
indicate the direction to a named or un-named beach.
Bed and Breakfast:
Is a form of accommodation in an urban area which is
specifically not registered as a hotel, motel etc., offering basic
facilities to overnight or holiday tourists; only breakfast should
be available.
Berg (Resort):
May include any mountain related development offering
accommodation facilities.
"Bits" of information:
In order to assess the ability of a driver to take in the
information displayed on the face of a road traffic sign the
information has been broken down into "bits"; the maximum
recommended number of "bits" of information on a tourism sign
face (including all stacks and/or panels) is 12 "bits"; typical
values of signface components in terms of "bits" are:
(i) words up to/including 8 letters = 1 bit
(ii) words more than 8 letters = 2 bits
(iii) arrow (stack-type) = 0,25 bit
(iv) route number = 0,5 bit
(v) symbol = 0,5 bit

Botanical gardens:
May include any type of botanical garden, whether specialized
or not; if such a garden is named after a town, or province etc.
it may be necessary to use the words "botanical gardens" in
addition to the symbol and/or primary name; in the absence of
a symbol for city parks this symbol could be used for such
facilities if necessary.
By-pass town:
Any town which once had a class "A" or "B" route running
through it, which route has now been diverted to avoid the
developed area of the town (when development spreads to the
extent that the by-pass becomes incorporated within the town
again, albeit with access control, it is recommended that
general tourism signing policies apply).
Class "A", "B", "C" or "D" routes:
These classes refer to a route classification for signing
purposes; class "A" covers freeways - class "B" other
numbered routes etc; for further details see Volume 1 of the
Manual.
Cluster (of signs):
A tourism sign cluster is a multi-part tourism sign (maximum
three panels or parts) mounted so that stacks applying to
different directions are mounted on common supports with a
vertical separation of 100 mm to 200mm.
Colour code:
Refers to the background sign colours used for various
categories of guidance sign (see Figure 1.18 in Section 1.2).
Curio shop:
May include any facility selling arts and crafts, or farm produce
located adjacent to a tourist route but not having direct access
to such route.
Dam:
Is a stretch of water which is available to tourists as a picnic or
relaxation venue but which does not provide any water based
sporting facilities other than public fishing from the shoreline.
Direction sign:
Is a road traffic sign within the guidance sign class, used on
class "B" or lower routes, which comprises the principal on-road
component of the navigational aids system provided for all road
users, both in rural and urban areas; a direction sign displays
route numbers and familiar, control or service destination
names appropriate to its location in the road hierarchy; freeway
direction signs display similar information on class "A" routes.
Ethnic attraction:
Is a tourist attraction with a specific relationship to a racial,
religious, linguistic or other population grouping

(vi) distance information = 0,5 bit
(vii) interchange number = 0,5 bit
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Farm stall:
See "Curio Shop".

signs are covered in this chapter - for other guidance signs see
Volume 1: Chapter 4.

Game reserve:
May include any natural environment provided for the
protection and/or development of fauna, either general or
specialized, offering accommodation facilities; such reserves
are generally categorized as resorts and may also specialise in
flora and other ecological aspects.

Lake:
See "Dam"

General Tourist Attraction:
May include any form of tourist attraction which is not clearly
covered by a symbol provided for an existing category of tourist
attraction, or which covers such a wide range of categories that
the use of no one symbol is appropriate.
"Generic" symbol:
A collective symbol used to identify a wide range of facilities in
an area by a group identification in order to simplify tourism
sign messages applicable to the area (see symbols GFS A3,
A4, A5 etc).
Graded accommodation:
Refers to any operational system used to indicate the grade or
quality of accommodation offered, such as the systems
operated from time to time by organisations such as SATOUR.
Guest Farm:
See "Holiday Farm".
Guest House:
Is a form of accommodation offering room and board, normally
at least breakfast and dinner, which is not registered or graded
as a hotel; a guest house may be located in urban, peri-urban
or rural environments.
Guidance sign:
Is a basic class of road traffic sign and includes location signs,
route marker and trailblazer signs, direction and freeway
direction signs, tourism signs and diagrammatic signs used to
guide road users from the start to the end of their journeys.
Holiday Farm:
Is a form of accommodation offering room and board, normally
all meals, located in a farming environment and offering guests
specific involvement in the activities of the farm.
Inland Water Resort:
May include any stretch of water on which water based sporting
activities are permitted and adjacent to which accommodation
facilities are available; the symbol may also be used if
necessary, within a town to indicate the direction to a water
sport facility that is not a resort (see "Resort").
Interchange Number:
Several tourism signs include one or more interchange
numbers in black numerals on a white block; these numbers
represent a kilometre distance from a provincial boundary or
the start of a route, increasing in a northerly or easterly
direction; they are commonly used on class "A" routes but may
also be used on class "B" routes and they also appear on
direction and freeway direction signs.
Justification:
Is a term used to describe the vertical lining up of text and/or
symbols on the face of a road sign; the rules relating to tourism
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Manual:
Refers to the current editions of the Southern African
Development Community-Road Traffic Signs Manual (SADCRTSM) and the South African Road Traffic Signs Manual
(SARTSM).
Map:
Is a diagrammatic representation of the road network of either a
general or specific tourist application; it constitutes a
fundamental component of the navigational aids system which
may be used outside or inside a vehicle and for pre-trip or
on-trip planning; it may also appear as part of the information
on a tourist information board or brochures produced by
tourism venues; it should always include appropriate route
numbers.
Mountain Resort:
See "Berg Resort".
Museum:
May include any items of historical, artistic, scientific or cultural
interest to tourists, whether exhibited within a building or in an
open air environment; if the building housing the facility is a
national monument the "National Monument" symbol GFS A7-1
should be used.
Nature Reserve:
May include any natural environment provided for the
protection and/or development of flora, either general or
specialised, offering accommodation facilities; such reserves
are generally categorized as resorts and may also specialise in
fauna and other ecological aspects.
Navigational Aid:
Is any device, including maps, brochures, magazines or
newspapers, radio or television, video, accommodation
bookings, information centres - outside the road environment,
or guidance signs within the road environment, which enable
tourists to successfully reach their intended destinations.
Numbered Route:
This includes any class "A" or "B" route (National, Provincial,
Regional or Metropolitan).
Parallel Routes:
This applies most commonly to parallel provincial and national
routes, normally resulting from the upgrading of a national route
to a new but parallel alignment and the subsequent
reclassification of the old national route as a provincial or even
regional route.
Primary Name:
Is that part of the name of a tourist attraction, or
accommodation facility one grade above the lowest grade, or a
hospital, which is needed to identify it from another similar
facility; the primary name should preferably be short and
concise and should preferably not be the name of the town in
which the facility is located; a primary name is not used at
by-passed towns or on service exit sequence signs.
.
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Recreation:

make up a cluster (see "Cluster" and "Sign Panel").

Is the refreshment of health and spirits by relaxation and
enjoyment

Special Event:

Resort:
Is a tourist venue where people go for a holiday and/or
recreation which for the purpose of tourism signing shall include
accommodation facilities; a resort may have a specific theme
such as beaches, mountains, water (sports) etc. and it may
consist of a facility built specifically as a resort, or facilities at an
existing village or town, the principle activities of which are
related to holiday and recreational activities.
Roadside stall:
Is a facility within or directly abutting a road reserve from which
tourists may purchase arts, crafts and/or farm produce (see
also "Curio Shop"/"Farm Store").

A tourist attraction, or service, which is only available for a short
time, or on a part -time basis
Supplementary Symbols:
Standard tourism sign symbols used at half size below the
primary name of a facility, either in addition to a main symbol or
in place of a main symbol; the use of symbols GFS C1-1,
(Hotel) and GFS B4-1, (Restaurant), as supplementary
symbols on tourism signs for hotels is recommended to keep
sign areas down (see Level 3 warrants for use of
supplementary symbols - Section 4.6).
Symbols:
Are tourism symbols approved by the Route Numbering and
Road Traffic Signs Sub-Committee for use on road traffic signs.

Reasonable road user/ tourist:
Is a road user having modest or moderate expectations with
regard to guidance signing who is, therefore, prepared to make
a contributory effort in the navigational process.

Systems Interchange:
Is an interchange which provides for the free flow of traffic
between two or more freeway systems.

Rooms:
Are a form of accommodation which make no provision for the
taking of meals, self-catering or otherwise.

Tourism:
Is deemed to include any activity concerned with the temporary
movement of people to destinations outside the areas or places
in which they normally live and work, and their activities during
their stay at these destinations.

Rest and Service Area:
Is a facility provided to offer the road user a wide range of
tourist services, of a high standard, in an environment which
encourages the tourist to also take a rest with the general
objective of improved road safety.
Road Traffic Sign:
This includes all road signs, road signals, road markings or
other devices prescribed in terms of the Road Traffic Act, Act
93 of 1996.
Route Numbering and Road Traffic Signs Sub-Committee:
The Route Numbering and Road Traffic Signs Sub-Committee
is a technical support committee tasked with considering all
comments, proposals or developments for road traffic signs.
Scenic Route:
Is a route, which may be short or long, which includes in its
length sections of attractive natural scenery; a scenic route may
include man-made features or facilities which impart a theme to
the route in addition to its natural beauty.
Seaside Resort:
See "Beach Resort".
Service Facility:
Is a facility which can render assistance or be of importance to
a road user and which has been established principally to
service the short term needs of motorists and/or their vehicles
to cater for emergency situations (in terms of general
applications accommodation facilities are categorised
separately although they are included in the general description
of "service" when applied to the signing of by-passed towns).
Sign Panel:
An internal division of a tourism sign stack - a sign stack may
include a maximum of three panels (see Figure 4.11).
Sign Stack:
A sign which contains tourism information relevant to one
direction of travel only; a maximum of three sign stacks may
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Tourist:
Is considered to be a person travelling for pleasure, in the
broadest sense.
Tourist Facility:
Broadly includes almost any attraction or service which may be
of interest to reasonable numbers of strangers to an area.
Tourism signing:
Guidance information provided to supplement the information
given on direction signs, when such information is not
appropriate for inclusion on such direction signs, and when
road users cannot reasonably perceive the existence or
location of tourist attractions or service facilities from the
information given on the direction signs.
"TOTEM" signs:
Are a special sub-group of tourism signs only used within a rest
and service area or other "closed" tourist facility such as a
game reserve or nature reserve.
View Point:
Refers to an elevated position alongside a road or a hiking trail
which offers tourists a panoramic view of the area in which they
are travelling.
Warrants:
Are written statements given in Section 4.6 relating to specific
types of tourist attraction and service which are applied to
ensure that the character and quality of the facility complies
with standards acceptable to reasonable tourists.
Wine Cellar:
Is a specific tourist attraction open to the public and offering
wine-tasting and/or tours of the facility; use of the symbol is not
appropriate to groups of wine cellars comprising what is
commonly called a "wine route".
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5.1.1

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 5;
FREEWAY SIGNING
5.1

INTRODUCTION

5.1.1

General

1

2

This chapter offers additional guidelines (to those provided in
Volume 1 and Volume 4) to aid the designers of signs and sign
systems for rural and urban freeways. The primary objective, is
to achieve a high quality and level of uniformity of design and
practice, in freeway signing throughout South Africa. Freeway
signing covers the whole range of sign types and road
markings which are necessary to ensure safe and easy
travelling along these facilities. It is thus essential to have a
comprehensive freeway signing system, which is designed as a
system, with the express purpose of minimising driver errors.
Such errors can, by virtue of the nature of freeways, with limited
points of access, result in significant wastage of time and fuel,
and can increase the risk of accidents occurring due to
unpredictable manoeuvres on the part of drivers.
There are often special circumstances involved in freeway
design which preclude the use of a standardised signing
treatment. Although a wide range of options are covered in
this chapter in order to assist designers, the availability of
these options and the techniques used to develop them
should not be seen by freeway geometric designers as a
"cure-all" for complex roadway designs. The geometric
design of freeways should be undertaken on the understanding
that there are inherent limitations in the signing system.
Wherever possible designers should design to standardised
sign displays and sequences, and resort to special treatment
only if no other reasonable option is available.

3

This chapter should be read in conjunction with various
sections of Volume 1: "Uniform Traffic Control Devices" which
deal with signing policies and design principles, together with
specific information on the meaning and individual application
of all traffic control devices. These sections are
cross-referenced, where necessary, throughout this chapter.

4

Freeways are sub-classified into Class A1 and Class A2
roadways, where a Class A1 freeway is a dual carriageway
roadway and a Class A2 freeway is a single carriageway
freeway (see Volume 1, Section 1.2 "Road Classification").

5

Numerous supplementary aspects relating to the application of
freeway related road traffic signs are also dealt with in Volume
2, and the following chapters should be referred to:

6

The following aspects related to freeway signing are dealt with
in this chapter:
(a) general principles of freeway signing;
(b) range of applicable signs;
(c) specific requirements for direction signing;
(d) signing at ramp connections for various types of
interchanges;
(e) emergency vehicle cross-over control.

7

In a freeway environment additional lanes may occasionally be
added or dropped. The addition of a lane for a relatively short
distance is most commonly provided to permit slow-moving
vehicles to move out of the main traffic stream, thereby
maintaining capacity levels. A by-product of such a provision is
that overtaking or passing opportunities are enhanced. Signing
details of such applications are covered in Chapter 11: Signing
for Heavy Vehicles and relevant road marking details, including
lane drop details are covered in Chapter 2: Road Marking
Applications.

5.1.2

Road Traffic Sign Colour Indication

1

The chapters of Volume 2 of the South African Road Traffic
Signs Manual (SARTSM) are not prepared in colour.
Relevant examples used to illustrate appropriate
signs, signals and markings are shaded in a
black and white coding which is illustrated
below.

2

The basic principles of the road traffic sign colour coding
system are shown, in colour, in the SADC-RTSM Volume 1,
Chapter 1, Section 1.4, and in the Contents sections of
relevant Volume 1 and 4 Chapters.

(a) Chapter 2 - Road Marking Applications;
(b) Chapter 3 - Regulatory and Warning Sign Applications;
(c) Chapter 4 - Tourism Signing Applications;
(d) Chapter 11 - Signing for Heavy Vehicles;
(e) Chapter 19 - Toll Route Signing.
Specific cross-references are provided, where relevant.
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5.2

FREEWAY SIGNING PRINCIPLES

5.2.1

General

1

Drivers proceed along freeways at high speeds and, following
guidance given by direction, and/or other signs, they take
action to manoeuvre their vehicles in accordance with the
information given and proposed destination. This action is
commonly directed at their leaving the freeway via an off-ramp
designed for high speed exit.

2

Driver decision making should be aided by a progression of
guidance information, given well in advance on a freeway
off-ramp, so that drivers are induced to make decisions and
take subsequent actions in a sequence of predictable and
unhurried manoeuvres, well before the exit point.

3

The driving process requires drivers to make many decisions,
and execute many actions, for every kilometre travelled. The
decisions resulting from observation of freeway direction signs
may comprise a significant portion of this driver work-load. It is
therefore desirable to keep the process as simple as possible.
Whilst there are many other decisions to make in order to
conduct a vehicle safely on the road, the basic decision
required by a driver, as a result of reading guidance signs on
the approach to a freeway interchange, is likely to be one of the
following:
(a) to leave the freeway (which may involve joining another
freeway at a systems interchange); or
(b) to stay on the freeway, but prepare to leave it at a
subsequent interchange a short distance ahead; or
(c) to continue on the freeway for some distance.

4

In order that a driver may leave the freeway at either the next
exit, or another closely following it, sufficient signs shall be
provided in such a way that adequate time will be available to
permit a safe exit manoeuvre. The configuration of freeway
exits may vary widely, and in many instances will require
above-average awareness and attention levels from drivers.
The freeway direction signs provided should attempt to create
such levels of awareness.

5

A decision to remain on the freeway is a much simpler process
in that, once taken, little further sign related action is required
by drivers. However, the combination of exit and straight-on (or
through) information shall be adequate to remove any risk of
driver confusion. This is particularly the case when the roadway
includes lanes which are provided exclusively for exit purposes.
The straight-on driver receives reassurance beyond the
interchange from a confirmation sign or an exit sequence sign.
These signs are repeated at regular intervals, and also give an
early indication to drivers, particularly in rural areas, of the
distance to a destination on their route.

6

The navigational process requires that drivers can correlate
information, gained before making their trip, with what they see
on freeway direction signs. The factor which most drivers would
like to see on a sign is likely to relate to features in close
proximity to their final destination. It is rarely possible to satisfy
such a desire on the signs, and most trips of any length will
require drivers to remember several items of navigational
information. The use of route numbers and interchange (exit)
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numbers has been evolved in an effort to simplify this aspect of
navigation. However, for these "tools" to be effective they shall
be available in a co-ordinated manner in the pre-trip and travel
phases of a journey. Rural and urban freeway environs differ
significantly in terms of road geometry and driver expectation in
terms of potential destinations. The principles relating to
freeway sign sequence and signface design, for rural and
urban signs, have therefore been developed with this in mind.
The increased level of visual "noise" experienced in
metropolitan areas complicates the driver observation and
decision making processes, making it extremely important that
the signing systems be well designed.
7

The more complex the circumstances are, the earlier the sign
sequence should commence. The ability to comply with this
requirement will commonly be limited in urban areas by closely
spaced interchanges and junctions between different freeway
systems. In such situations, therefore, the sign sequence for a
number of interchanges may start with an EXIT SEQUENCE
sign GA8. This sign is intended to make drivers aware that
there are, in fact, several points of exit serving one town or city,
and that once the first one is reached, the other exits will follow
at close intervals. Drivers may immediately be able to identify
their intended points of exit by linking the destination to the
appropriate interchange (exit) number. If a town is by-passed
by a route which has a number of interchanges, the access
serving the town centre should be identified.

8

As drivers get closer to the exit point, signs are required which
will allow them to assess how and when to make their exit
manoeuvre. This manoeuvre may comprise a number of
sequential actions in order, for instance, to shift across three or
more lanes, in heavy traffic. This traffic itself may be making
other lane changing manoeuvres in the process of weaving or
overtaking, in order to be in the correct lane for the exit (see
Volume 1, Figure 1.29). These signs will be overhead, and shall
display the full amount of information appropriate to the exit
type (access or systems - rural or urban) at an adequate
distance from the exit point. In certain instances at a systems
interchange, it may be necessary for drivers to correctly choose
one out of two, or even three exit lanes, well in advance of the
point where these separate into their opposite directions
because it may not be possible to safely make a change of lane
closer to the point of separation. It is important that the signs
provided make such situations clear, by the accurate display of
route numbers and destination names. (Details of basic sign
sequences are given in Section 5.4.) If necessary,
supplementary signs should be provided when traffic volumes
are heavy, and there are significant numbers of heavy vehicles
resulting in some signs being obscured, for some of the time
during which a driver is on the approach to an exit. The
capability of different destination names to provide adequate
orientation, varies according to the relative familiarity of a driver
with the portion of the road network in which a sign is being
read. Destination names may be graded as familiar, control or
service destinations on the basis that a stranger will almost
certainly know a familiar destination, but is only likely to know
the control or service destinations if a map has been consulted,
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or if they represent the specific destination being sought. The
grading process for destinations is described in Volume 1,
Chapter 8.
9

There are limits to the amount of information which drivers can
read and comprehend when travelling at high speed. This does
not, however, prevent drivers, collectively, from expecting an
almost infinite amount of information. It is not possible to meet
this demand, and display all destinations that all travellers may
expect. The information displayed must, therefore,
represent a compromise. Although recommendations are
given in the individual sign subsections in Volume 1 regarding
standard sign displays and limitations, full details on the effects
of the amount of information on the readability of signs are
given in Volume 1, Chapter 4, Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The
limitations in display of information shall be correlated between
the signs and maps, and other sources of navigational
information used during pre-trip planning. In this context the
correlation of route numbers and interchange numbers is
particularly important.

10 Information displayed shall be given with sufficient time and
distance in order that drivers may execute required
manoeuvres. The detail given in Volume 1, Chapter 4,
Subsection 4.4.3 deals with the required and available time to
read a sign. The decision process, as a consequence of
reading a direction sign on the freeway, is more complex than
the reading process. It is recommended that sign designers
employ decision sight distance parameters, in order to check
whether standard sign spacing and positions, in relation to the
exit point, are adequate for the message displayed and
manoeuvres required. Critical locations where decision sight
distance considerations are most appropriate are:
(a) interchanges with unusual layouts such as a "right" exit;
(b) complex interchanges;
(c) cross-sectional changes such as those at lane drops and
toll plazas;
(d) urban areas with visual "noise" intrusion from advertising
signs, which compete for drivers' attention;

FREEWAY SIGNING

(e) locations requiring unusual or unexpected manoeuvres.
11 Designers should refer to the following standards:
(a) the "Green" book - A Policy on Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets – 6th Edition:2011, published by the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials - AASHTO;
(b) TRH 17: Geometric Design of Rural Roads, 1988;
(c) SANRAL G2 Geometric Design Guideline:2012.
The distance to the exit point shall be displayed on all advance
exit direction signs and on exit sequence signs (see Volume 1,
Chapter 1, Sections 1.7 and 1.8).
12 It is important that drivers are able to orientate themselves
when necessary. At a systems interchange, because there are
commonly two exits on the left which lead, in effect, to the left
and right, the signs provided in advance of, and at, each exit
shall make it clear to drivers which lane leads left and which
right. These signs shall be sufficiently far in advance of the exit
point, that drivers will make the correct decision and be able to
act on it. At an access interchange, however, orientation is not
necessary until after the exit point. The signface displays
preceding the exit point need not, therefore, provide orientation.
This permits a simplification of display, which is particularly
relevant in urban areas, where the driver information work-load
approaches limiting levels. For this reason, amongst others, the
use of the name of the intersecting cross street is
recommended in urban environs. Orientation in such situations
is given on the off-ramp and/or at the ramp terminal.
13 Freeway direction signs may be ground-mounted or overhead.
Ground mounted signs are normally limited to two-lane freeway
carriageways, whilst overhead signs are used on
three-or-more-lane freeway carriageways. The information
displays are similar for each location and are dealt with in the
individual sign subsections in Volume 1. Warrants for the use of
overhead guidance signs are covered in Volume 1, Chapter 4,
Subsection 4.1.8 and these include reference to reading time
and decision making time.
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SIGNS AND MARKINGS
5.3

RANGE OF APPLICABLE SIGNS AND
MARKINGS

5.3.1

Regulatory Signs

1

2

9

A wide range of regulatory signs is applicable under specific
circumstances on freeways, and on interchange ramps
providing access to or egress from the freeway. The details of
individual regulatory signs are provided in the respective
subsections of Volume 1, Chapter 2 while their application is
dealt with in Chapter 3 of Volume 2. The range of applicable
regulatory signs is summarised in Table 5.1.
The main control signs which are required only on the
interchange ramps are:
(a) R1 - STOP sign required at the crossing road intersection;

10 The shape, size and colour of regulatory signs is dealt with in
detail in Volume 1, Chapter 1, Section 1.4 and Chapter 2,
Section 2.1. Specific details of the control, command and
prohibition signs themselves are provided in the respective
individual subsections of Volume 1, Chapter 2.

5.3.2

A wide range of warning signs is applicable under specific
circumstances on freeways and on interchange ramps
providing access to or egress from the freeway. The details of
the individual signs are provided in the respective individual
subsections of Volume 1, Chapter 3, while their application is
dealt with in Chapter 3 of Volume 2. The range of warning signs
is summarised in Table 5.2.

2

The warning signs related to road layout which may be required
are:

(c) R3 - NO ENTRY sign required to prevent traffic entering the
off-ramp from the crossing road.
The main command signs which are necessary on the freeway
are those relating to speed restriction, to signs relating to
regulating specific types of vehicles such as heavy vehicles,
vehicles carrying hazardous substances, abnormal vehicles,
etc., the full range of which are indicated in Table 5.1. For the
specific application of signs relating to:

(a) W112 - SHARP JUNCTION FROM LEFT to warn drivers of
the interchange on-ramp or junction of two ramps on a
systems interchange;

(a) heavy and abnormal vehicles, see Chapter 11;
(b) public transport using freeways, see Chapter 8;

(b) W116 or W117 - END OF A DUAL ROADWAY;

(c) toll signing, see Chapter 6.

(c) W118 or W119 - BEGINNING OF A DUAL ROADWAY.

4

The prohibition signs related to freeways concern restrictions
on speed, vehicle type and vehicle characteristics, either on the
freeway as a whole or related to specific lanes (see Table 5.1).

5

A typical reservation type regulatory sign applicable to freeway
operation is the R321 sign indicating a reservation applicable
for ambulance and emergency vehicles.

6

3

(b) W214 or W215 - LANE ENDS.
4

Occasionally the geometric characteristics of a freeway may
change due to the specific environmental factors. Due to the
change in conditions the use of various curve warning signs
(W202 to W205, and W208 to W211) may be appropriate.

5

There are a number of symbolic type warning signs which may
have application where conditions warrant on a freeway. These
relate to potential hazardous natural situations such as wild
animals crossing the road, falling rocks in cutting sections,
slippery road, etc., or to dangerous traffic conditions related to
steep grades and slow moving vehicles. See Figure 5.2 for
typical examples of these signs.

6

A number of hazard marker type warning signs also have
application on freeways. These include:

The comprehensive type regulatory signs which are required
on freeways are:

(b) R402 - SINGLE CARRIAGEWAY FREEWAY BEGINS.
Selective restriction signs may also be used, and these provide
a secondary message in combination with another regulatory
sign. Examples of these signs are:
(a) (R)511 - DAYTIME restriction;
(b) (R)512 - NIGHTTIME restriction;
(c) (R)532 - MASS LIMIT restriction.
Examples of these and various combination signs are given in
Figure 5.1
8

(a) W401 and W402 - DANGER PLATES;
(b) W405 and W406 - SHARP CURVE CHEVRONS on loop
ramps.

The derestriction regulatory signs which are required on
freeways are:
(a) R401-600 - DUAL CARRIAGEWAY FREEWAY ENDS;
(b) R402-600 - SINGLE CARRIAGEWAY FREEWAY ENDS.

MAY 2012

The warning signs related to direction of traffic movement
which may be required are:
(a) W212 - TWO-WAY TRAFFIC AHEAD;

(a) R401 - DUAL CARRIAGEWAY FREEWAY BEGINS;

7

Warning Signs

1

(b) R2 - YIELD sign required at the crossing road intersection;

3

The warrants for, and placement of, these regulatory signs
are dealt with in detail in Volume 1, Chapter 1, Section 1.6,
and in the individual subsections in Volume 1, Chapter 2
which deal with each specific sign.

7

The warrants for and placement of these warning signs are
dealt with in detail in Volume 1, Chapter 1, Section
(Continued on page 5.3.4)
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TABLE 5.1

RANGE OF REGULATORY SIGNS FOR USE ON FREEWAYS
Sign Description

CONTROL SIGNS (see Figure 5.1)
Stop

Sign Number

TABLE 5.1

Reference Page
Volume 1
Volume 4

R1
R2
R3

2.2.1
2.2.6
2.2.9

2.2.1
2.2.5
2.2.8

R101
R102

2.3.1
2.3.2

2.3.1
2.3.2

R119
R120
R121
R122

2.3.10
2.3.11
2.3.11
2.3.11

2.3.19
2.3.20
2.3.21
2.3.22

R123
R124
R125
R126

2.3.11
2.3.12
2.3.12
2.3.12

2.3.23
2.3.24
2.3.25
2.3.26

R127
R132

2.3.12
2.3.14

2.3.27
2.3.32

R201
R202
R208

2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.7

2.4.1
2.4.3
2.4.10

R215
R222
R224
R225

2.4.10
2.4.17
2.4.17
2.4.17

2.4.17
2.4.23
2.4.25
2.4.26

R226
R227
R228
R229

2.4.18
2.4.18
2.4.18
2.4.18

2.4.27
2.4.28
2.4.29
2.4.30

R230
R231
R232
R233

2.4.19
2.4.19
2.4.19
2.4.19

2.4.31
2.4.32
2.4.33
2.4.34

No Agricultural Vehicles
No Animal-drawn Vehicles

R235
R236
R237

2.4.20
2.4.20
2.4.20

2.4.36
2.4.37
2.4.38

RESERVATION SIGNS (see Figure 5.1)
Ambulance and Emergency Vehicles

R3212

2.5.9

2.5.21

COMPREHENSIVE SIGNS (see Figure 5.1)
Dual Carriageway Freeway Begins
Single Carriageway Freeway Begins

R401
R402

2.6.1
2.6.2

2.6.1
2.6.2

(R)511
(R)512
(R)532

2.7.4
2.7.4
2.7.6

2.7.7
2.7.8
2.7.15

R401-600
R402-600

2.9.1
2.9.1

2.8.7
2.8.8

Yield
No Entry
COMMAND SIGNS (see Figure 5.1)
Minimum Speed
Vehicles Exceeding Mass Only
Minibuses Only
Midi-buses Only
Buses Only
Delivery Vehicles Only
Goods Vehicles Only
Goods Vehicles Over Indicated GVM
Construction Vehicles Only
Vehicles Conveying Dangerous Goods
Abnormal Vehicles Only
Pay Toll
PROHIBITION SIGNS (see Figure 5.1)
Speed Limit
Mass Limit
No Unauthorised Vehicles
No Overtaking Goods Vehicles by Goods Vehicles
No Motor Cycles
No Taxis
No Minibuses
No Midi-buses
No Buses
No Delivery Vehicles
No Goods Vehicles
No Goods Vehicles Over Indicated GVM
No Construction Vehicles
No Vehicled Conveying Dangerous Goods
No Abnormal Vehicles
No Tour Buses

SELECTIVE RESTRICTION SIGNS (see Figure 5.1)
(EXCLUSIVE SECONDARY MESSAGE)
Daytime Restriction
Nighttime Restriction
Mass Limit Restriction
DE-RESTRICTION SIGNS (see Figure 5.1)
Dual Carriageway Freeway Ends
Single Carriageway Freeway Ends

FREEWAY SIGNING
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Fig 5.1
Regulatory Signs Applicable to
Freeways
MAY 2012
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5.3.4
TABLE 5.2

RANGE OF WARNING SIGNS FOR USE ON FREEWAYS
Sign Description

Sign Number

ROAD LAYOUT SIGNS (see Figure 5.2)
Sharp Junctions
End of Dual Roadway

TABLE 5.2

Reference Page
Volume 1
Volume 4

W112
W116
W117
W118
W119

3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.4
3.2.4
3.2.4

3.2.12
3.2.16
3.2.17
3.2.18
3.2.19

DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT SIGNS (see Figure 5.2)
Two-way Traffic
Lane Ends/Right
Lane Ends/Left

W212
W214
W215

3.3.4
3.3.5
3.3.5

3.3.12
3.3.14
3.3.15

SYMBOLIC SIGNS (see Figure 5.2)
Wild Animals Ahead
Tunnel
Steep Descent
Steep Ascent
Slow Moving Heavy Goods Vehicle
Slippery Road
Falling Rocks/Right
Falling Rocks/Left

W313
W319
W322
W323
W324
W333
W334
W335

3.4.6
3.4.8
3.4.10
3.4.10
3.4.11
3.4.15
3.4.15
3.4.15

3.4.13
3.4.19
3.4.22
3.4.23
3.4.24
3.4.33
3.4.34
3.4.35

W401
W402
W405/W406

3.5.1
3.5.1
3.5.3

3.5.1
3.5.1
3.5.3

Beginning of Dual Roadway

HAZARD MARKER SIGNS (see Figure 5.2)
Danger Plates/Right
Danger Plates/Left
Sharp Curve Chevron

(Continued from page 5.3.1)
(d) GL5 - PROVINCIAL or TERRITORIAL BORDER;

1.6 and Chapter 3, Section 3.1 and in the individual subsections
dealing with each specific sign in Chapter 3.

5.3.3
1

2

(e) GL6 - GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION;
(f) GL7 - ROUTE NAME;

Guidance Signs

Effective and timely guidance is essential on freeways as vehicles
are generally travelling at high speeds and exits from the facility
are limited. Drivers therefore need to be accurately apprised of
their location along the freeway and of the options available for
reaching their destination. A wide range of guidance signs is
applicable on the freeway itself, at interchange on and off-ramps,
and on the crossing road approaches to an interchange. The
guidance signs applicable cover the location type, route marker
type, direction type, tourism type and diagrammatic type. The
details of the individual signs are provided in the respective
individual subsections of Volume 1, Chapter 4. The range of
guidance signs is summarised in Tables 5.3 to 5.5.
The following location type signs which may be used on the
freeway are:
(a) GL1 - STREET NAME signs suitably mounted to indicate the
overpass or under-passing roadways;
(b) GL3 - TOWN NAME;
(c) GL4 - RIVER NAME;

FREEWAY SIGNING

(g) GL8 - INTERCHANGE NAME.
The warrants for and placement of these signs are dealt with in
detail in Volume 1, Chapter 4, Section 4.5. These signs are
indicated in Figure 5.3 and summarised in Table 5.3.
3

Various route marker signs may be used on the approach roads
to a freeway to indicate the best route to the freeway, and to
confirm the route once reached. The warrants for, and placement
of, these signs are dealt with in detail in Volume 1, Chapter 4,
Section 4.6, and for urban areas, in Volume 2, Chapter 9.

4

Freeway direction signs are the main type of guidance sign
encountered on the freeway and on the approach roads to
interchanges. The general details of these signs are dealt with in
Volume 1, Chapter 4, Section 4.8 and are summarised in Table
5.4. The range of signs is indicated in:
(a) Figure 5.4 - Typical
Ground - Mounted;

Freeway

Direction

Signs

-

(Continued on page 5.3.12)
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Fig 5.2
MAY 2012

Warning Signs Applicable to Freeways
SARTSM – VOL 2
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SIGNS AND MARKINGS

TABLE 5.3

RANGE OF LOCATION GUIDANCE SIGNS FOR USE ON FREEWAYS
Sign Description

LOCATION SIGNS (see Figure 5.3)
Street Name
Town or City Name
River Name
Provincial or Territorial Border
Geographical Location
Route Name
Interchange Name

TABLE 5.4

Sign Number

Reference Page
Volume 1
Volume 4

GL1
GL3
GL4
GL5

4.6.2
4.6.7
4.6.7
4.6.8

4.2.1
4.2.6
4.2.8
4.2.9

GL6
GL7
GL8

4.6.8
4.6.9
4.6.9

4.2.11
4.2.13
4.2.14

RANGE OF DIRECTION SIGNS FOR USE ON FREEWAYS
Sign Description

GROUND-MOUNTED FREEWAY DIRECTION SIGNS
(see Figure 5.4)
Pre-Advance Exit Direction
Advance Exit Direction
Supplementary Exit Direction
Exit Direction
Gore Exit
Advance Off-Ramp Terminal Direction
Off-Ramp Terminal Direction
Confirmation
Exit Sequence
C-D Road Advance Exit Direction
C-D Road Exit Direction
GROUND-MOUNTED FREEWAY CROSSROAD
DIRECTION SIGNS (see Figure 5.5)
Advance Direction
Near Side On-Ramp Direction
Far Side On-Ramp Direction
Far Side On-Ramp Direction
OVERHEAD MOUNTED FREEWAY DIRECTION SIGNS
(see Figures 5.6 and 5.7)
Pre-Advance Exit Direction
Advance Exit Direction
Through Direction
Exit Direction
Advance Exit Direction
Supplementary Exit/Through Direction
Exit Direction
Advance Off-Ramp Direction
Through Direction
C-D Exit/Through Direction
Exit/Through Direction

FREEWAY SIGNING

TABLE 5.3

Sign Number

TABLE 5.4

Reference Page
Volume 1
Volume 4

GA1
GA2
GA2/3
GA3
GA4
GA5
GA6
GA7
GA8
GA9
GA10

4.9.17
4.9.18
4.9.20
4.9.21
4.9.23
4.9.24
4.9.25
4.9.27
4.9.28
4.9.28
4.9.29

6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.7
6.2.9
6.2.13
6.2.15
6.2.17
6.2.21
6.2.22
6.2.24
6.2.25

GB1
GB2
GB3
GB4

4.9.31
4.9.32
4.9.32
4.9.33

6.3.1
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5

GC1
GC2D
GC3D
GC4D
GC2U
GC3U
GC4U
GC5U
GC6U
GC7U
GC8U

4.9.17
4.9.35
4.9.35
4.9.35
4.9.37
4.9.38
4.9.40
4.9.41
4.9.42
4.9.43
4.9.43

6.4.1
6.4.3
6.4.5
6.4.7
6.4.8
6.4.12
6.4.16
6.4.20
6.4.22
6.4.24
6.4.25
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NOTE:
(1)

The symbol to be used on sign GL7 is
either GLS-4 or GLS-5 (see Figure 5.5).
For Direction Signs symbols GDS-4 or
GDS-5 shall be used.

Fig 5.3
MAY 2012

Typical Location Signs Applicable to Freeways
SARTSM – VOL 2
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5.3.8

Fig 5.4

SIGNS AND MARKINGS

Typical Freeway Direction Signs – Ground Mounted

FREEWAY SIGNING
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Fig 5.5
MAY 2012

Typical Freeway Crossroad Direction Signs –
Ground Mounted – and Direction Sign Symbols
SARTSM – VOL 2
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SIGNS AND MARKINGS

Fig 5.6
Typical Freeway Direction Signs
Overhead Mounted
FREEWAY SIGNING
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Fig 5.7
MAY 2012

Examples of Typical Freeway Direction Sign Detail
SARTSM – VOL 2
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TABLE 5.5

DIAGRAMMATIC GUIDANCE SIGNS FOR USE ON FREEWAYS
Sign Description

TABLE 5.5

Reference Page
Volume 1
Volume 4

Sign Number

DIAGRAMMATIC SIGNS (see Figure 5.8)
Traffic Movement Affected by Obstruction

GS101-158

4.12.9 - 13

8.2.1 - 57

Added Lane

GS201-214

4.12.15 - 16

8.3.1 - 11

Lane Use Control

GS301-312

4.12.18

8.4.1 - 10

Lane Merge/Converge

GS401-406

4.12.20 - 22

8.5.1 - 7

GS451-454
Arrestor Bed
Heavy Vehicles Change Gear
Overhead Diagrammatic (typical examples)

8.6.1 - 3

GS501-504

4.12.24

8.7.1 – 3

GS505

4.12.24

8.7.4

GS601-611

4.12.26 - 28

8.8.1 - 16

GS6106-6501

(Continued from page 5.3.4)

(c) a distance "to" - IN11.3;

(b) Figure 5.5 - Typical Freeway Crossroad Direction
Signs - Ground - Mounted, and Direction Sign Symbols
(appropriate to freeways)

(d) a text message - IN11.4;

7

For details of the application of signing related to heavy
vehicles, including diagrammatic signs, refer to Volume 2,
Chapter 11.

Signface details are indicated in Figure 5.7.

8

There are a number of symbols which may be incorporated into
the direction signs. These give guidance to facilities such as:

For details of the application of signing on freeway toll routes,
refer to Volume 2, Chapter 6.

5.3.4

(a) GDS-1 - Railway Station;

1

(c) Figure
5.6
Typical
Signs - Overhead - Mounted.

5

(e) a symbolic message - IN11.5.

Freeway

Direction

(b) GDS-3 - Airport;

The following information signs should be used on freeways
where necessary:
(a) COUNTDOWN signs IN1, IN2 and IN3 on the approach to
an interchange off-ramp;

(c) GDS-6 - Power Station;
(d) GDS-7 - Industrial Area;

6

Information Signs

(e) GDS-8 - Central Business District.

(b) IN11 SUPPLEMENTARY PLATES should be applied in
conjunction with various other sign types where needed.

The general details of these are given in Volume 1, Chapter 4,
Section 4.3. The range of symbols appropriate to freeways is
given in Figure 5.5. Refer also to Figure 5.7 for examples of the
use of some of these symbols.

The general details of these signs are dealt with in Volume 1,
Chapter 5. These signs are illustrated in Figure 5.1 and Figure
5.9 and summarised in Table 5.6.

There are several diagrammatic type guidance signs which
may be used on freeways. The general details of these are
given in Volume 1, Chapter 4, Section 4.12. The most relevant
signs are indicated in Table 5.5 and are illustrated in Figure 5.8.
SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE signs IN11 may be used with
ground-mounted diagrammatic signs in one of five basic types,
as follows:
(a) an advisory speed - IN11.1;
(b) a distance "for" - IN11.2;

FREEWAY SIGNING

5.3.5
1

The general details of tourism signs are dealt with in Volume 1,
Chapter 4, Section 4.10 and their application is dealt with in
Volume 2, Chapters 4 and 9. An example of the placement of
tourism signs on a freeway is given in Figure 5.10.

5.3.6
1

Tourism Signs

Road Markings

Road marking details are dealt with in Volume 1, Chapter 7 and
specific aspects of their application are dealt with in Volume 2,
Chapter 2.
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5.3.13

NOTE:
(1)

SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE signs IN11 may
Be used with ground-mounted diagrammatic
signs.
Refer to paragraph 5.3.3.6.

Fig 5.8
Typical Diagrammatic Signs for
Use on Freeways
MAY 2012
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TABLE 5.6

INFORMATION SIGNS FOR USE ON FREEWAYS
Sign Description

Sign Number

TABLE 5.6

Reference Page
Volume 1
Volume 4

INFORMATION SIGNS (see Figure 5.9)
Countdown Signs 100 m

IN1

5.2.1

9.2.1

Countdown Signs 200 m

IN2

5.2.1

9.2.1

Countdown Signs 300 m

IN3

5.2.1

9.2.1

Supplementary Plate

IN11

5.2.4

9.2.8/13

FREEWAY SIGNING
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NOTES:
(1)

Supplementary plates may be used in one of five basic types, as:
(a)

an advisory speed numbered IN11.1;

(b)

a distance “for” numbered IN11.2;

(c)

a distance “to” numbered IN11.3;

(d)

a text message numbered IN11.4;

(e)

a symbolic message numbered IN11.5.

Fig 5.9
MAY 2012

Information Signs Applicable to Freeways
SARTSM – VOL 2
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